2019 IHF Men's Junior (U21) World Championship
Pontevedra / Vigo (Spain)
Group D

## A
### Argentina
- Played in: Pontevedra Pavilion Municipal de Deportes de Pontevedra
- In the hall: 17.7.2019 16:00
- Spectators: 200

### B
### Iceland
- Played in: Pontevedra Pavilion Municipal de Deportes de Pontevedra
- In the hall: 17.7.2019 16:00
- Spectators: 200

### Half Time (30')
- A: 10
- B: 14

### 1st Extra Time
- A: 22
- B: 26

### 2nd Extra Time
- A: 30'
- B: 30'

### After Penalty Throws
- A: 16
- B: 14

### Number of 7m
- A: 0/1
- B: 1/1

### Full Names of Players and Officials

#### A
1. GIOVAGNOLA Santiago Agustin
2. FLORES Tomas Ezequiel
3. GONZALEZ Franco
4. SAUD SULAK Federico Tomas
5. GIMENEZ Federico Agustin
6. SCHANKULA Valentin
7. MARTINEZ CAMI Pedro
8. MINGUEZ Pablo Emanuel
9. LOPEZ Perez Ignacio Tomas
10. AGNOLETTI Nicolas Gaston
11. SANFELIPPO Manuel Augusto
12. BASUALDO Mauricio
13. CANETE Tomas
14. PARES Juan Valentin
15. MARINARO Tomas Joaquin
16. SAMUDIO Nicolas Alejandro

#### B
1. SCHEVING Andri
2. ASGEIRSSON Jakob Martin
3. ARONSSON Darri
4. VIGNISSON Hafpor Mar
5. GRIMM Hannes
6. PORKELSSON Orri Freyr
7. VALDIMARSSON Bjarni Ofeigur
8. JONSSON Sigbor Gunnar
9. HALLGRIMSSON Viktor Gisil
10. VIGNISSON Asgeir Snaer
11. GABRIEL MARTINEZ Robertsson
12. VIDARSSON Eillid Snaer
13. DADASON Kristofer Andre
14. RIVERA Sveinn Jose
15. Ostenberg Orn Vesteinsson

### Officiating

#### A
- Off A: VAZQUEZ Antonio
- Off B: CAPURRO Fernando Luis
- Off C: CAMEL Omar
- Off D: RODRIGUEZ Damian Ezequiel

#### B
- Off A: EINARSSON Einar Andri
- Off B: ARNDAL Sigursteinn
- Off C: GUDMUNDSSON Hrannar
- Off D: STEFANSSON Stefan Baldvin

### Signatures of Responsibilities for the Teams (Off. A)

#### A
- TP Remarks of referees / IHF Official

#### B
- TP

### IHF Official
- Leszczynski Bartosz (POL)
- Piechota Marcin (POL)

### Technical Officials
- Bashev Mihail (BUL)
- Popadić Jovan (SRB)

### IHF Official
- Reisinger Gerhard (AUT)